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1. Introduction

The humanitarian community is reluctant to use social media when responding to crisis events, as the
costs associated with inaccurate information are prohibitive (Coyle & Meier 2009). One solution is
to crowdsource the verification process, although this clearly introduces further uncertainty into the
information. As part of an ongoing programme of research into the geographic uncertainty associated
with crowdsourced crisis information, we consider location descriptions from the Haiti Crisis Map, a
dataset gathered in the wake of the 2010 earthquake in Haiti (Ushahidi 2009). Building on a previous
study (Dillingham et al. 2012a) and using a named-entity recognition (NER) approach, we address three
research questions that relate the types, granularities and combinations of geographic objects to their
lineage and, as such, their geographic uncertainty.

2. Literature review

Several studies have explored location descriptions in datasets like the Haiti Crisis Map. For example,
Wieczorek et al. (2004) and Guo et al. (2008) explore a collection of natural history records, and Doherty
et al. (2011) a collection of historical search and rescue incident reports, with the aim of building geo-
referencing methods that better account for geographic uncertainty. To better understand these methods,
Guo et al. (2008) argue that a meaningful location description will contain a named place. This named
place either will be the location, or will act (with a spatial relationship) as a reference to the location.

In a previous study (Dillingham et al. 2012a), we categorised location descriptions from the Haiti Crisis
Map and found that locations were described in terms of named places more frequently than in terms
of spatial relationships from named places; for example, as features, rather than as headings (e.g. ‘south
of’), offsets (e.g. ‘10km from’) or ‘between’ or ‘near to’ spatial relationships from features. However,
we were unable to explore the relationship between location descriptions and geographic uncertainty
because we knew very little about the granularity of the named places, where granularity encompasses
scale and definition (vagueness) (Jones et al. 2008).

To determine the granularity of the named places, it is necessary to annotate, either manually or auto-
matically, location descriptions. Gelernter & Mushegian (2011) argue that automatic annotation has the
advantage of scaleability. Consequently, we used an NER approach, which we discuss in Section 4.



3. Research questions (RQs)

1. What types of geographic objects are contained in location descriptions?

2. What granularities of geographic objects are contained in location descriptions?

3. How are types and granularities of geographic objects combined in location descriptions?

4. Methods

We wrote a small Java application to transform the Haiti subset of the GeoNames gazetteer (GeoNames
2012b) into the format used by the GATE/ANNIE gazetteer (Cunningham et al. 2002). This application
retains unique, lower-case values of the name, asciiname and alternatenames attributes;
performs a small number of character substitutions; and groups these values by their feature codes
(GeoNames 2012a). We also manually created a second GATE/ANNIE gazetteer that contains common
spatial relationships (e.g. ‘south’, ‘between’ and ‘near to’). The entries in this gazetteer are based on
our familiarity with location descriptions from the Haiti Crisis Map. In total, the two gazetteers contain
16,332 entries grouped by 92 feature codes. However, these entries are unevenly distributed amongst
feature codes: for example, ‘populated place’ accounts for 62.20% of entries (10,159), whilst the next
most frequent feature code, ‘stream’, accounts for only 7.84% (1,281).

We built a GATE application to annotate location descriptions using the two gazetteers. Although GATE
can export to XML, for simplicity we preserved the original format of one location description on each
line, with annotations encoded using an XML-like syntax (Figure 1). This syntax allows annotations
to be nested; in the example, ‘baie de henne’ is annotated as ‘bay’, whilst ‘henne’ is also annotated as
‘populated place’. Although this example is meaningful, others are not: ‘port margot’ and ‘margot’ are
annotated as ‘populated place’ because both entries appear in the gazetteer. Consequently, we ignored
nested annotations when calculating frequencies.

<BAY>baie de <PPL>henne</PPL></BAY>
<PPL>port <PPL>margot</PPL></PPL>

Figure 1: Two annotated location descriptions.

5. Preliminary results

The mean number of annotations for each location description is 1.639, with a range of 0 to 7. Figure 2
shows the frequency of feature codes. Figure 3 shows the frequency of adjacent feature codes. Table 1
is an index to feature codes.

6. Discussion

Although the most frequent feature codes refer to settlements (e.g. PPL, PPLC) (RQ1), settlements are
likely to be over-represented and streets under-represented because many streets are numbered by their
settlements but generally only settlements are entries in the gazetteer (e.g. Delmas, which is a settlement
within Port-au-Prince, contains Delmas 50, which is a street). Similarly, airports are likely to be over-
represented and capitals under-represented because many location descriptions use the abbreviation
‘pap’ to refer to ‘Port-au-Prince’ rather than to ‘PAP’, the IATA code for Port-au-Prince International
Airport. Turning to frequencies of adjacent feature codes, capitals frequently follow populated places
(PPL–PPLC, 334) (RQ3). Given that all 32 entities for capitals in the gazetteer refer to Port-au-Prince,
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Figure 2: Frequency of feature codes.

these populated places are likely to be districts of, or streets in (see above), the Haitian capital. Further
work is required to use JAPE, a GATE-based pattern language, to identify common street-like, airport-
like and district-like patterns and improve the NER approach.

Coarser-granularity administrative areas (e.g. PPLC, PCLI) are more frequent than finer-granularity
administrative areas (e.g. PPLA, ADM1) (RQ2). Indeed, political entities (PCLI, 753), of which all
refer to Haiti, and capitals (PPLC, 835), of which all refer to Port-au-Prince, are the most frequent
administrative areas (RQ1). Political entities tend to follow populated places (PPL–PCLI, 319) and
capitals (PPLC–PCLI, 197) (RQ3). Given that the spatial and thematic foci of the Haiti Crisis Map
are clear, these pairings cannot reduce place-name ambiguity. Instead, their existence suggests that
redundancy characterises many location descriptions.

GeoNames defines a locality as “a minor area or place of unspecified or mixed character and indefinite
boundaries” (GeoNames 2012a). The low frequency of localities (LCTY, 64) suggests that location
descriptions tend not to contain vague places, or places that have vernacular names and vague spatial
extents (Jones et al. 2008) (RC1). Finer-granularity named places (e.g. HTL) are infrequent (RQ2), as
are spatial relationships (RLTNSHP, 178; HDNG, 46) (RC1), a result which supports our previous study
(Dillingham et al. 2012a).

In summary, although there is scope to improve the NER approach, location descriptions tend to con-
tain coarser-granularity administrative areas, especially settlements followed by references to Haiti. This
suggests that redundancy characterises many location descriptions. Furthermore, location descriptions
tend not to contain spatial relationships, which is surprising, given that so many buildings were de-
stroyed by the earthquake (Inter-American Development Bank 2010). Consequently, we suggest that
many location descriptions were edited to conform to a model of space that was itself highly uncertain.
Although the original, unedited location descriptions are not available in the Haiti Crisis Map—and may
never be available in future crisis maps, given the ephemeral nature of these ‘mashups’—exploring pat-
terns of types, granularities and combinations of geographic objects in location descriptions may allow
us to infer their lineage, which is one aspect of their geographic uncertainty (MacEachren et al. 2005).
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Figure 3: Frequency of adjacent feature codes.

7. Conclusion

We used an NER approach to explore the types, granularities and combinations of geographic objects
contained in location descriptions from the Haiti Crisis Map. We argue that doing so may allow us to
infer the lineage of location descriptions and highlight several characteristics that suggest that many lo-
cation descriptions from the Haiti Crisis Map were edited. Although further work is required to improve
the NER approach, we see the most interesting prospects for future research to be in the development
of both analytical methods and tools that allow for the analysis of the characteristics of location de-
scriptions over space and time (that is, to explore the effects of the uncertain model of space), and their
application to location descriptions from alternative crisis maps. Consequently, we are developing visual
analytics software (Dillingham et al. 2012b) that we hope to present in the near future.
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Feature code Description
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